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MORE THAN
100 YEARS
IN BUSINESS
95%
DOMESTIC BRAND RECOGNITION
NO.1
IN OFFICE SUPPLIES IN JAPAN
BRAND PRESENCE OVER
30 COUNTRIES
HOME TO
6000 EMPLOYESS
GLOBALLY
DEVELOPED MORE THAN 
140,000 PRODUCTS
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Corporate philosophy
“ENRICHING THE WORLD THROUGH OUR PRODUCTS.”
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Creativity means solving the small problems people encounter in their 
work and daily lives, 

one by one through the use of creative ideas.HISTORY

1905
Zentaro Kuroda; founder of KOKUYO, 

opened the  Kuroda ledger cover 
shop, a shop manufacturing covers 
for Japanese-style account ledgers.

1957
The nationwide KOKUYO Association 
of specialized shops was launched. 
Specialized shops that exclusively 

handled KOKUYO’s products 
distribution throughout Japan.

60-66 KOKUYO entered into office furniture 
business. In the same year released 

of steel filing cabinet.
1965 and 1966, steel desk and office 

swivel chair were introduced.

69-72
Head office in Osaka opened in 

1969 that caused a sensation in the 
industry.

KOKUYO listed on the first 
sections of the Tokyo and Osaka 

Stock exchanges

75-81
A series of desks and chairs for 

school children was launched. In 1981, 
KOKUYO invented the first height- 

adjustable table; the KuruKuruMeka, 
adapting the growing years of children. 

The table eventually become a 
household name.

1979 Completion of new office building in 
Tokyo; Shinagawa, and sales volume 
reached 100 billion Japanese Yen for 

the first time.

93-99 Mie and Shibayama factories in 
Japan were established and followed 

by the operation of first oversea 
factory in Malaysia in 1999.

2002
KOKUYO initiated the “KOKUYO 

DESIGN AWARD”. A platform for 
young aspire designers to 

showcase their talents, innovation
 and inspirations.

00-04
Establishing of oversea business 

in ASEAN. In 2000, KOKUYO 
Malaysia office in Kuala Lumpur was 

established and followed by Thailand’s 
Bangkok office in 2004

2005
KOKUYO marks the 100th 

Anniversary celebration with the 
newly design company’s logo, 

ushering the next century.

08-10 As a sponsor for Beijing Olympic. 
In 2010 participated Shanghai Expo 

in the Japanese industrial Hall.

2012
Opened of Shanghai’s flagship 

showroom in the heart of the city. 
And on the same year founded 

KOKUYO’s Singapore Branch office; 
functioning as the hub of oversea 

marketing office.

2013
Reacting to the changing work trend 
in Japan, KOKUYO opened it’s first 
Co-working space; Creative Lounge 

MOV in Shibuya. 

2013 First ASEAN dealer’s showroom 
in Jakarta, Indonesia was 

official opened.

2015
Announced the merger of KOKUYO 

stationery and furniture business as 
one business unit. Consolidating the 

role as the main office 
supply in Japan.

NEXT 
100 

YEARS

1917 Adopted the trade name KOKUYO.
Meaning the ‘honor of the land’. 15-16

Developed the height-adjustable 
table and collaborative furniture, in a 
way responding to the evolving work 

style and trends across the world.

2017
Opened it’s first work + life concept 

store. TOT (Think of Things) that 
combined both work and life style. A 
space fills with café, retail and multi-

purpose studio at Harajuku, Japan. 
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GLOBAL
PRESENCE

Taking a step forward to be the honor of Asia, we were determined to bring our 
products outside of Japan.

With this mentality and objectives, we set off by starting our manufacturing plants 
and sales offices oversea. With the overseas manufacturing plants, we were able to 
produce products based on the locals markets’ requirements and specifications.

GLOBAL OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS

OVERSEAS DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

9

DOMESTICS 27 ‘LIVE’ OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS
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THE LIVING
WORKSPACE

Communicate what is needed, when it’s needed. 
The physical workplace is an important agent
within an organization that can enable openness, 
transparency and flexibility, helping organizations 
to create the conditions for employees to engage, 
communicate, and collaborate.

When employees are engaged and want to work in 
new ways, thus seeking the meaningful at work and 
workplaces, that enables them to make meaningful 
connections and performance.
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The workplace needs to enable collaborative work, and it needs 
to entice people to get together. Give the workforce a physically 
comfortable environment with technology that enables team 
members to share information easily and you get a boost in 
productivity and efficiency.

People want to feel a connection 
to the places where they work, 

where they can see themselves in 
the space, versus something that 

feels imposed upon them.

This type of profile perform most or 
all of work activities at a 

single desk setting and rarely use 
other locations within the office

Mobility Profile Type / 01

This type of profile perform majority 
of work activities at a single work 
setting but sometimes uses other 

locations within the office

Mobility Profile Type / 02

This type of profile perform
some of the work activities at a 
single work setting but often use 
other locations within the office.

Mobility Profile Type / 03

This type of profile use multiple 
work settings and rarely base at 

a single location within the office. 
Apart from office. Example cafes.

Mobility Profile Type / 04

YESTERDAY TODAY TODAY TOMORROW

THE WORKING
ENVIRONMENT
ACTIVITY-BASED WORKING

13
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01

02

03

04

First of all, office is a place where people work and when you work in an office for more than 7-8 hours,  you get 
all of your ideas and inspirations from your surroundings. This way, it’s very important that your environment is 
capable of allowing you to think openly and widely. 

Office furniture is an art of design and modesty which provides all the requirements to the users so that they can 
think better around this type of furniture units. 

01 / Collaborative Spaces 02 / Hot Desking Spaces 03 / Social Spaces 04 / Concentration Spaces
Spaces dedicated for collaboration and 
teamwork have the strongest impact on  
productivity.

Hot-desking cut down on unnecessary 
expenses by eliminating the waste of excess 
space. It’s useful for companies where 
workers spend a lot of their time traveling, or 
spend part of the week working remotely.

Spaces that blur the boundaries between 
work and home create a comfortable 
environment, invite people to relax and think 
outside the box.

Most people toggle between introverted and 
extroverted modes throughout their work 
day. Spaces that allow people to escape, 
ponder and disconnect support cognitive 
and emotional well-being.

THE LIVING
WORKPLACE
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WORKFIT

COLLESSO

COODE

DAYS OFFICE

INFRAME

BRACKETS

COLLABORATION / FURNITURE
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PREPARE 01

Providing the space for 
light work and touch down 
spot before moving to the 
next action. 

PREPARE 02

A simple high stools and 
desk for collaboration and 
quick discussion area.

Semi-open seat to fit into the 
office.
Individual table can be place 
together, place a panel in 
between for privacy and 
focusing.

This work style fit well 
for individual focusing and 
time away from the rest.

This work style is made 
for social space. Ideal 
for gathering and a quick 
catch-up within the office.

Fit for a quick gathering 
and discussion. Equipped 
with storage cabinets for 
better filing purposes.

This work style enable a 
close working relationship 
with another co-worker 
whenever you need it.

Fit for open management.
This table better facilitates the 
Manager’s daily work.

FOCUS 01

FOCUS 02

CHAT

DISCUSS

CO-WORK

MANAGE

Fit to Your Style
Flexibility is another key point as well. As spaces are getting more compact, there be-
comes a need to have items that are both space saving, and have multiple usage. 
Ranging from workbenches to management and meeting tables, with different types of 
personalisable discussion areas, WORKFIT is able to cater to different needs any office 
space may need.
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As more and more people are heading towards the open office space design, WORKFIT is 
designed with the new-generation working style in mind. Its open design style facilitates 
better communication between colleagues and co-workers, and allows for a quicker 
exchange of information amongst parties.

The wiring cover comes with an option of for different opening. Be it from 
the edge or the middle of the cover tray.  

When the caster legs is put to lock position, the stopper contacts the floor 
firmly thus prevent even the slightest movement.

The worktop shelving system allows for different working style. It allows 
to place any accessories and stationery, and at the same time it will not 
obstruct the wires from the wire cable box.

The middle leg can be set in further for more legs room 
as well as allows for more users.

Add on acessories such as low partition can be place inbetween the 
table, it acts as a privacy also for displaying of items. The desktop 
shelving comes with socket output, so that you could charge your 
devices.

Add-on panels allows different usage, suitable for individual 
concentration and privacy. It comes with varies heights and 
selection of fabric upholstery. 

The wire tray is situated in such a way that allows greater use of table 
surface, giving you more space to work in.

Seamless wire management, that allows the wires run freely under the 
worktop shelving system.
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Collaboration and social space is the way forward 
in all organization. Collesso sofa system is designed 
to support collaboration, casual discussion and 
social gathering.
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MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Leg frame colours options

SAA E6A

GY6J GY0X GY2G GYM5 GY5J GYEG GYLK GYEB GY0WGYEC

Seat and back cushions fabric options

MCW MY3 MX1 MV8

Worktop colours options

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour.
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

CONFIGURATIONS AND DIMENSIONS

Back to back configuration

Axle set A +Counter configuration Axle set B + Counter configuration

Straight layout configuration
CN-16AASAAGYEGMCW

Corner set configuration A
CN-16ABE6AGYEBMX1

Corner set configuration B
CN-16ACE6AGYLKMX1 CN-16ADE6AGYECMY3

CN-16AESAAGY6J + CN-C1600SAAMX1 CN-16AFE6AGYM5 + CN-C1600E6AMY3 

Sharp, clean lines give the sofa the modern look, without sacrificing  
comfort and appearance.

A system structure that can freely combine seat, top board, and frame 
according to the layout. In addition, it can adapt to various space 
design based on abundant colors variations.

With the cushion back design in curve shape, it allows the user 
to sit comfortably in a diagonal position.

The sofa can be configurate in a row for more users to use and work 
on without feeling too close to the person next to you.

The sofa offers different and varies configurations that 
support different level of collaboration.
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Creating a relaxing atmosphere has been the way forward for the modern office environment. A social 
space whereby people could socialize, get-together and connect. COODE is designed collectively to 
bring a relaxing and yet classy ambience to the environment.
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Chair

White frame with 
castors

White frame with 
fixed legs

Expose armrest / With Cushions

Black frame with 
castors

Black frame with 
fixed legs

Chrome frame with 
castors

Chrome frame with 
fixed legs

Conceal armrest / With Cushions

White base with 
castors

White base with 
fixed legs

Black base with 
castors

Black base with 
fixed legs

Chrome base with 
castors

Chrome base with 
fixed legs

Expose armrest / Without Cushions

White frame with 
castors

White frame with 
fixed legs

Black frame with 
castors

Black frame with 
fixed legs

Chrome frame with 
castors

Chrome frame with 
fixed legs

Conceal armrest / Without Cushions

White base with 
castors

White base with 
fixed legs

Black base with 
castors

Black base with 
fixed legs

Chrome base with 
castors

Chrome base with 
fixed legs

DIMENSIONS

*Product images are for illustrative purposes only and may differ from the actual product.
*All sizes shown are for illustration purpose only.
Atual product sizes may vary.

High Chair
Duo colours combination Single colour combination

White frame Black frame Chrome frame White frame Black frame Chrome frame

High Stool

White frame Black frame Chrome frame

DIMENSIONS

Sofa

3 seaters (Left) with 
white legs

3 seaters (Left) with 
black legs

3 seaters (Right) with 
white legs

3 seaters (Right) with 
black legs

DIMENSIONS

MATERIALS SELECTIONS

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour.
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Leg and armrest colours options

SAA-SAW E6A-E6 M

GNED GNE6 GN38 GN65 GNB5 GN01 GNL9 GN1S GN0TGN7E

Seat and back cushion fabric colours options

Optional Accessories

Dimension - W450 x D110 x H250mm

With expose armrest Without expose armrest With expose armrest
on castors

Without expose armrest
on castors

3 seaters sofa (Left / Right)

High Stool with backrest High Stool

GNED GNE6 GN38 GN65 GNB5 GN01 GNL9 GN1S GN0TGN7E

Cushion fabric colours options
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DAYS CHAIR DAYS TABLE

Offset Frame Wood Side/
Wood Tilt Bench

Hang Like Flip Top Wood Tilt Pile Pipe

DAYS BOUNDARY

Ladder ScreenWall Shelf Wired SofaBig Counter/
Big Table

The evolution of casual looking furniture that makes you feel like at home has been evolving 
in this current office trends. Research has also shown that more and more employees will 
spend more free time within the office and to take a moment to relax and having some social 
time with their colleagues.
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DAYS
CHAIR

Designed by nendo

OFFSET FRAME

WOOD SIDE

HANG LIKE

Days office series consists of 
Days Chairs/Days Tables/ Days 

Boundary. It supports the 
activity based workplace, to work 

anywhere within the office’s 
environment. 

DAYS
TABLE

FLIP TOP

PILE PIPE

WOOD TILT

Days office comprises a series of 
furniture that are made of wood and 
metal. Furniture range from casual 
stacking chairs, high stools, sofa for 
the lounge area, flappable and 
stackable tables.
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DAYS
BOUNDARY

WIRED SOFA

LADDER SCREEN

WALL SHELF

The series of furniture comes in 
casual and vibrant colors and 

finishes to revitalize the office’s 
environment and aim to make 

your office space a better
 place to work in. 

BIG COUNTER

BIG TABLE
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Inframe screen meeting booth is designed based on the concept of providing the comfort, 
semi-closure, and varied usage mode, as we aim to make the office 

environment comfortable and relaxing.

M e e # n g 	 S c r e e n 	 B o o t h 	

For more information / www.kokuyo-furniture.com

By combining of two units, you can 
create a meeting area based on various sizes.

With varies of colours and finishes, the sofa booth 
provides a comfortable and cosy ambience.

Moderately enclosed, the user can concentrate without 
feeling pressurize or confine within a space.

For an enclosure such as a copier corner, the 
partition can be easily arrange within the 

office to suit the office environment.

CHAIR SCREEN-BOOTH

SOFA SCREEN-BOOTH

SOLO SCREEN-BOOTH

UTILITY SCREEN-BOOTH
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MATERIALS SELECTIONS

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour.
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Frame and leg colours options

W(SAA) B(E6A)

GNED GN38 GN65GNB5

GN1S GN0TGN7E

External fabric colours options

Internal fabric colours

GNED

GNL9

MP2 MG5MAW M10

Table top colours options

VARIATIONS ILLUSTRATIONS

H1850 | 1650 | 1350mm H1650 | 1350mm H1650 | 1350mm

H1415 mm H1350 mm H1350 mm H1650 | 1350 mm H1650 mm

DETAILS

The gentle curve edge provides a 
subtle feel to the environment.

With the use of soft material, it will 
not make the user feel too constrain. 

within a confide space.

The bottom openness provide the 
sense of opening and not confide 

when working within.

The curvy table top enable the user to 
sit comfortably in the booth. This also 

help them to focus better.

The side comes with opening that 
enable wire to run from bottom to the 

top of the table.

The main table is designed in such a 
way that is slim on the outside and 
wider inside, this way the users can 

easily move into the booth seamlessly.

All booths comes with wire tray, for 
easy use of any charging any 

electronic devices.

With the base expose, it gives a sense 
of openness and yet feel of privacy 

from within.

DIMENSIONS
CHAIR Screen-booth

UTILITY Screen-booth

SOFA Screen-booth

SOLO WORK Screen-booth

Full Enclosed Partial Enclosed L-Shaped Enclosed 

Large Enclosed Small Enclosed 

Full Enclosed Stand-alone

Curve edges enclosed Angles enclosed

*Product images are for illustrative purposes only and may differ from the actual product.
*All sizes shown are for illustration purpose only.
Atual product sizes may vary.
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Designed by nendo for KOKUYO, brackets is an office-use unit sofa designed to create a 
communication space by ‘bracketing’ its inhabitants like parentheses.

Flexibility is the key.
Users can freely combine or configure the seven sofa types and four 
table types into a variety of spaces with a finely tuned balance of 
openness and privacy, concentration and relaxation for individuals 
and groups.
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VARIATIONS

The setting is ideal for casual discussion. An ideal setting 
for social gathering, connection and some collaboration 
work. This setting does not make the users feel confine 
and they can easily exit the discussion seamlessly.

The social space setting The touch down setting

The cafeteria setting The collaboration setting

The brain-storming setting The focus setting

This setting allows both different action at the same time. 
The brackets lite allows the user to work while standing 
up. At the same time, sit down discussion can take place 
at the other end of the setting.

This setting is cater for multi-purpose usage. The middle 
section allows discussion while both ends are meant for 
some quiet time alone or user prefer to be away from the 
noisy environment.

The setting best suited for collaboration and teamwork. It 
angle of the sofa allows all users to have a more efficient 
communication, and it also helps to fend off unneccessary 
distraction.

This setting is ideal for intense or even brain storming 
session. Optional TV can be included for a small group 
TV conference.

This setting is create for users that require some quiet 
time or to help them to stay focus. With the height of 
1.4m, the panel has the ability to block off all noise from 
external. 

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour.
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

* For individual component, please visit our master catalogue for comprehensive configurations and dimensions.

K4C2

K4C3

Fabric colours option

Seat / 
Back Panel

Cushion

Colour 1
K4C2

Colour 2

K401

K4C3

Colour 3

K4C2

K402

Colour 4

K401

K4B6

Colour 5

K4C3

K4L2

Colour 6

K402

K4L4

Colour 7

K402

K409

Colour 8

K402

K45F

Colour 9

K402

K466

Colour 10

K402

Designed by nendo

Founded in 2002 by Oki Sato.
They were chosen as “The 100 Most Respected Japanese” in 2006 and “The Top 100 Small Japanese Companies” in 2007 of Newsweek magazine.

nendo’s works forms part of the permanent collections of the world´s most important design museums (a.o. MoMA/New York,
Centre Pompidou/Paris, and Victoria and Albert Museum/London)

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
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INTERVAL

NOTION

FOCUS / FURNITURE
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interval is a seat-table ensemble was designed to support activity-based working (AWB) by 
providing users with a semi-private, relaxing space in which to focus on their work while still 
maintaining a connection with their surroundings.

Legs comes with adjusters to allow for 
adjustments when installing multiple, adjacent 

panels.

A large table top that continues to the elbow, 
provides a more comfortable working experience.

Screen panel with appropriate shielding feeling, 
offers a cozy space for users.

WS1 WS5

NC136 NC027 NC116 NC178 NC014 NC128

2.5 Side Type

1.5 Side Type

2 Side Type

1 Side Type

VARIATIONS

Work top colours options

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour.
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Panel / cushion colours
(Base Colour)

Panel / cushion colours options
(Accent Colour)

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
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Designed ergonomically to achieve a natural browsing position, the body is 
comfortably supported from the shoulder blades down to the arms.

A volume that makes you feel fine and relaxing. Seat and frame to keep 
the space clear

Notion is a browsing chair that is designed to support activity based working (AWB) by providing 
user a private, personal, relaxing space in which to focus on their work while still maintaining a 
connection with their surrounding.

High Back

SAA E6A GY6J

GY0X

GY2G

GYM5

GYLK

GYEB

GY0W

GYEC

MCW

MY3

MX1

MV8

GY5J

GYEG

Leg colours options Fabric colours options Side table top colours options 

VARIATIONS

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour.
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Low Back Side Table

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
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ZANTE

SAIBI

PRESENCE

BSM2

WORKSTATION
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The ZANTE workstation combines unparalleled 
design sophistication and quality materials 
with design flexibility for a range of different 
layouts and office spaces. 

Every detail matters. 
ZANTE is designed not just as a workstation, 
it embodies the spirit in creating excellent 
products through nest craftmanship and 
material quality. Not only does it supports your 
daily working needs, it is also built to impress.
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Bench Type Screen panels front and side With front screen panel and side 
returns

Booth Type

Boomerang Type Manager DeskL-Shape Desk

Without wire managment With wire management 

Side Caddy With Cushion Top Monitor Arm (Side/ Double) Namecard Plate Holder Whiteboard Holder

Bench Type

Conference Table

S81SAW Satin Black

Accessories Options

Experience
Versatility.

VARIATIONS

Desking Type

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour.
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MATERIALS SELECTIONS

Table top colours options

Lindau 
Elsbere

Noce 
Cappucino

Muranau
Maple

White

Leg colours options Structure Colours

Screen panel fabric colours options
Tier 1

Mushroom Walnut Shark Silver Mineral Turquoise Indigo Berry Tomato

Amber Cypress Grass Linden Eucalyptus Putty Sandy

Tier 2

Raw Silk Ash Ametayst Battleship Oxidize Jawa Ceylon Yellow Citrine Orange Fleme Crimson

Mercury Rain Cloud Precibo Palace Blue Aqua Forest Apple Green Apple Purple Indigo Black

The ZANTE workstation can be modified for most office space requirements, ranging from private 
desk, L-Shaped configurations, to conference table and 120 degree modular table configurations.

Sand Ruby Wine

Rum
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The visual echoes the haptic appeal. The finest design portrays the thought-
fulness and exclusivity, which signify the merger of functionality and status. 
Embody the fundamental of the working space that truly enhance the spirit 
of cohesiveness within the office space. SAIBI, possess the power to 
inspire.

DETAILS

Concentration Setting Management Setting

Whiteboard Name Card Holder Paper Holder Multi-Purpose Holder

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

VARIATIONS
Personal Booth Setting Booth Setting

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour.
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

S81PM

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Table top colours options

PAW

Leg colours options

Screen panel fabric colours options

MW0 MC1 MH3 MT4 MD8

K4 - Fabric Finishes

K402 K403 K4C3 K4B6

K466 K409 K4L4

123 133 223 242 422 443

682 722 823 842 852 923

Kvadrat - Remix2 Fabric Finishes

Ash Ivory Metal

INNOVASIA - Marquee Fabric Finishes

001 002 003 006 007

Maharam - Tek-Wall Rhombus Fabric Finishes
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Customization of panel heights based on workplace preference and adaptability.
Panel specifications

PRESENCE provides the solutions for the ever changing office 
environment and set-up. It aims to increase work and space 
efficiency by meeting the needs of individuals and teams.

Japanese’s quality standard desk perceptively designed with wiring and storage. 
The BSM desk system offers useful wiring and storage functions, as well as 
options to make basic and everyday use a joy.

Bench setting
VARIATIONS

Team setting Focus setting

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Table top colours options

White Maple

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour.
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Panel finishes options
Fabric Tile
Width: 
600 - 1600mm
Height: 
200,300,400,500,600mm

Metal Tile
Width: 
600 - 1600mm
Height: 
200,300,400,500,600mm

Glass Tile
Width: 
600 - 1600mm
Height: 
200,300,400,500,600mm

Hanging Tile
Width: 
600 - 1600mm
Height: 
300mm

Panel Thickness

T80 / T40

*Panel width: 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1500, 1600mm
*Panel height: 1030, 1230, 1530, 1730mm

VARIATIONS

Desk with drawer on one side
W1200/ 1400 / 1600mm
D700 x H700mm

Desk with drawers on both side
W1400/ 1600mm
D700 x H700mm

Standard Table
W1200/ 1400/ 1600mm
D700 x H700mm

L-Shape desk with drawer on one side
W1400/ 1600mm
D700-1200 x H700mm

Side Table
W700 x D900-1200 x H700mm

Side Table
W450 x D1400-1600 x H700mm

Wagon
W400 x D600 x H610mm

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Table Top Options

White Maple

Frame Options

SAW F1

Panel Fabric Options

GA060 GA330 GA086 GA045 GA026 GA024 GA450 GA028 GA007 GA014 GA015 GA013

GA990 GA960 GA510 GA099 GA022 GA001 GA016 GA003 GA011 GA121 GA210 GA370 GA027

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour.
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
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ING

INSPINE

DUORA

AIRFORT

BEZEL

AIRGRACE

SCIROCCO

MITRA

M4

FOLIA

ENTRY

LEGNO

CELLO

SPLINE

PIEGA

CARAVEL

ORDINA

SATERITE

WORK / CHAIRS
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The Human Body is 
Built to

Humans are creatures that love to sit.
However, the human body is not built to continue sitting 
for a long time to work on the computer.  
There are more than 360 joints and about 700 skeletal 
muscles in the human body, and as they move, they 
enhance the performance of nerve cells.  

In short, the human body is built to move, 
KOKUYO’s “ing” was borne out of 
this mechanism.

M O V E

UNRESTRICTED MOVEMENT

As the body is guided by the 
correct posture and allowed to 
move freely. With the gliding 
mechanism, it allows the users 
to move their body freely while 
sitting. This way, it improves 
body circulation and work 
performance.

VARIATIONS

Low back in off 
white based

E1 E6

G4B6 G4E3 G4Q6G4M4 G41SG47E G40TG4T7 G49GG439G4M6 G4Q4

DIMENSIONS

low Back

Mid Back High Back (Headrest)

Low back in 
polished frame

Low back in nylon 
base

Low back in 
polished base

Mid back in off 
white based

Mid back in 
polished frame

High back in nylon 
base

High back in pol-
ished base

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour.
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Fabric colours options

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Frame colours options
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We inspire INSPINE, the first lumbar support chair that 
uses wire. Designed by KOKUYO in-house designer, 

Kazutaka Oki, INSPINE heralds the launch of an industry 
first – wire lumbar support technology. 

Different angle of the armrest support different purposed 
during the movement of our posture and body while engaging 
in different technology and gadgets.

The adjusting of the lumbar support is based on a single 
dial knob. By turning clockwise direction, the single coil 
wire will be pulled to give a strong support at the lower 
lumbar region. 

The Wire Lumbar Support Technology

VARIATIONS

E6 E1

GME6 GMQ5GME5 GMQ3GMT4 GMY3GMT5 GMR5 L7E6

Black

The flexible armrest

High Back (Headrest) Mid Back

Fabric seat cushion Leather seat cushion Fabric seat cushion Leather seat cushion

Low Back

Fabric seat cushion Leather seat cushion
DIMENSIONS

Adjustable Armrest Fixed Armrest Adjustable Armrest Fixed Armrest Without Armrest

Adjustable Armrest Fixed Armrest Without Armrest

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour.
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MATERIALS SELECTIONS

Frame Backrest Frame Backrest

White

Seat cushion fabric options Seat Cushion Leather

Frame and back mesh Combination
(For leather upholstery only)

E6

Frame

Black

Backrest

Frame and back mesh Combination
(For fabric upholstery only)

Armrest options
Adjustable Armrest Fixed Armrest
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The prominent feature of Duora is the curvature of its backrest. The design is 
meant to achieve the maximum support in accordance with the changes and 
physique of our working posture. The supple backrest designed in the form of a 
double frame structure give the chair a better durability and support and it also 
adds as a unique design feature.

PRODUCT 
CERTIFIED 
FOR LOW 
CHEMICAL 
EMISSIONS 

With the push and uplifting of lower back lum-
bar support gives you to utmost support for the 
long hour of sitting. Aim to fill up the ‘S’ lumbar 
back curve to improve the sitting posture of the 
user.

E1

All Rounded Lower Lumbar Support

VARIATIONS

E6

KZB6 KZE3 KZ7E KZ2EKZM6 KZT6 KZT4 KZA8 KZY4KZQ4

Different angle of the armrest support different purposed during the movement of our posture and 
body while engaging in different technology and gadgets.

Mesh Backrest

High back with  
adjustable armrest

Mid back with fixed 
armrest

Mid back without 
armrest

Fabric Backrest

High back with  
adjustable armrest

Mid back with 
adjustable armrest

Mid back without 
armrest

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

DIMENSIONS
Mesh Backrest

Fabric Backrest

MATERIALS SELECTIONS

Back Rest (mesh)

Seat Cushion (fabric)

Frame colours options

Back and seat selections
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AIRFORT is packed with innovative design with advanced functionality. 
The prominent aspect of the chair is the Air-controlled lumbar support 
and heat dispersing seat cushioning. These functions pave the way for a 
new era of comfort and style.

Air Lumbar Support Technology

Black

E6 M1 T5 R5Q5 Leather

The key component of that functionality is its 
concealed adjustable lumbar support air bag. It 
allows the shape of the seat back to be customised to 
suit the shape of the user’s spine.

The Air technology assist in pumping air from the lumbar bar that inflate the shape of the lumbar 
bar to give a better support at the lower lumbar area. The air could also released by pulling the 
lever backwards to release the air to find your most comfortable support.

Backrest

Air Bag

Air Pump

VARIATIONS
With Headrest

3D armrest polished 
base

Standard armrest with 
polished base

Without Headrest

Visitor Chair

DIMENSIONS

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Backrest - Mesh

Seat Cushions Selections

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

3D armrest 
polished base

Standard armrest with 
polished base
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Bezel is the chair that works for you. It combines functionality 
and as one. Available in either black or white back frame, it 
gives touch of elegant and exclusivity. 

By just turning the knob clockwise, the lumbar belt will be 
tightened to give a better support at the lower region of the 
lumbar.

VARIATIONS

GME6 GME3 GMT4 GMQ5GMT6 GMQ3 GMA8 GMY4

MATERIALS SELECTIONS

With Headrest Without Headrest

High back in black 
frame with 

adjustable armrest

Without Armrest

DIMENSIONS

E1

GME6 GMT4 GMQ3 GMY4

E6

GMT6 GMQ5 GMA8

E1 E6

Pre-selection Combination 1

Back (mesh)

Seat (fabric)

Back and Seat Selections

Frame
Full SelectionsPre-selection Combination 2

Frame

Back (mesh)

Seat (fabric)

Back and Seat Selections

Frame options

Back and Seat Selections
Back (mesh)

Seat (fabric)

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

High back in white 
frame with 

fixed armrest

Mid back in with 
adjustable armrest

Mid back with 
fixed armrest

Mid back without 
armrest

Mid back without 
armrest

With the latest technology of the lumbar support, it provides unparalleled support and comfort. 
Bezel is the chair for the future.
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Scirocco is designed for everyday use that provides the ultimate comfort, support and flexibilities. 
Designed and made in Japan, our vast experience in creating the most comfortable office chair.

Adjustable 
armrest

T-armrest 
(Fixed)

T-armrest 
(Fixed)

No armrest Adjustable 
armrest

No armrest

VARIATIONS
Mid Back Low Back

G4B6 G4E3 G4T4 G4Q5G4T6 G4Q4 G4A8 G4Y4

DIMENSIONS

Pre-selection Combination 1

Back (mesh)

Seat (fabric)

Back and seat combination

Frame

E1

G4B6 G4T4 G4Q4 G4Y4

E6

G4T6 G4Q5 G4A8

Full Selections

E1 E6

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Lumbar support technology Posture support cushion

Clean Tact coating 
technology

Adjustable armrest

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Pre-selection Combination 2
Frame

Back (mesh)

Seat (fabric)

Frame options

Back (mesh)

Seat (fabric)

Q3Y3T5E3 R5

The lumbar support is an integral part of the chair that offers support to diverse shapes of body 
postures. Our belief is that the lumbar support is not just meant for sophisticated design and 
upmarket chairs, but is an indispensable function that is essential for all office workers at large.

E6

VARIATIONS
With Headrest

High back with 
headrest

Without Headrest

Mid back with adjustable 
armrest

DIMENSIONS

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MATERIALS SELECTIONS

Back Rest (mesh)

Seat Cushion (fabric)

Back and seat combination

3D / Height adjustable 
armrest

Air Lumbar Support 
Technology

Seat depth adjustable

Auto rocking mechanism

Back and seat combination Back and seat combination
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We designed M4 for everyday use. It’s the people’s chair that fulfils the least minimum requirement 
without sacrificing the style and the most important aspect, comfort! We certainly believe that we 
do not need to sacrifice style in order to pack the chair with lots of functions.

GGY3 GGQ3 GGT1 GGT3GGQ5

GGT5 GGR5 GGE6 GGE3GGM1

The backrest is designed to give you a feeling that your 
body is comfortably wrapped up when sitting on the chair.

The height-adjustable lever is located underneath 
the armrest. With the lever conveniently accessible 
for easy use and control.

Fixed armrest

VARIATIONS

Adjustable 
armrest

Polished Base Nylon Base

Adjustable 
armrest

Fixed armrest

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Back and Seat Selections
MATERIALS SELECTIONS

DIMENSIONS

Simplicity is the way forward. No more sophisticated 
features and functions. Mitra is the chair that comes with 
full specifications but is easy to use. 

From the lumbar support to the adjustable armrest and 
synchronise mechanism, Mitra ticks all boxes for a highly 
efficient chair. 

Adjustable
Armrest

T-Armrest
(Fixed)

No ArmrestLoop Armrest
(Fixed)

E6E1

G9B6 G91K G9T6 G9T4G97E G9Q4 G9A8 G9Y4

MATERIALS SELECTIONS

VARIATIONS
Mesh Backrest Fabric Backrest

No ArmrestLoop Armrest
(Fixed)

Adjustable
Armrest

T-Armrest
(Fixed)

DIMENSIONS

Frame Colours

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Back and seat selections

Mesh backrest type only

E6E1

G9B6 G91K G9T6 G9T4G97E G9Q4 G9A8 G9Y4

Frame Colours

Back and seat selections

Fabric backrest type only

Lumbar support technology Posture support cushion
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KTCE6 KTCE3 KCTT5 KCTR5 KCTQ5

With perfect support and flexibility, 
air-lumbar support provides the most 
comfortable support to users.  It can be 
adjusted easily even without getting away 
from the seat.

VARIATIONS

Standard Economy High Seat with
armrest

High Seat without
armrest

Inspired by natural fresh leaves. Designers exquisitely integrated the shape and colour of leaves into the design,  
as if staying in a green forest, enjoy the tranquil and comfort that the nature gifted. FOLIA chairs are equipped 
with air-lumbar support. While meeting the request for comfort, it has an enriched product lines.  Diversified 
options can meet the needs of different spaces.

DIMENSIONS

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Backrest finished
MATERIALS SELECTIONS

Black Mesh

Seat cushion colours options

More than your average chair. ENTRY fulfils the requirements to be considered ergonomics. On top of that, it also aims 
to provide you with the distinct comforts that high-end office chairs bring. Our goal is to design a chair that is meant for 
everyday use. It’s the everyday chair that fulfils the least minimum requirements without sacrificing the style and the 
comfort for the everyday use.

ENTRY feature the simplest 
form of lumbar support, not 
sophisticated but it meets the 
simple requirements of giving the 
user the minimum support.

VARIATIONS

White frame 
with polished base

B 
Indigo Blue

Black White Grey

White frame Black frame

White frame 
with nylon base

Black frame 
with polished base

Black frame 
with nylon base

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Frame and backrest colours combination
MATERIALS SELECTIONS

Seat cushion colours options

D 
Black

P 
Dark Purple

R 
Signal Red

M 
Dull Grey

DIMENSIONS

Black frame combination

Black Mesh

Frame Backrest
White frame combination

Frame Backrest

White

Optional
Headrest

Black frame 
with black mesh

White frame 
with white grey
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Simplicity is the way forward. No more sophisticated features and functions. Cello is the chair 
that comes with full specifications but is easy to use. Cello ticks all boxes for a highly efficient 
chair. Cello is also an assured quality chair that matches your daily use.

The backrest was designed with the clamp shell profile for 
better and durable support when rocking on the chair.

Loop type 
armrest

Loop type 
armrest

Loop type 
armrest

No armrest

VARIATIONS

HSN08 HSNL7 HSN68 HSN6BHSNL9 HSNB6

High Back Mid Back

Loop type 
armrest

No armrest

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Back and Seat Selections
MATERIALS SELECTIONS

DIMENSIONS

High Back Mid Back

LEGNO is made and designed for the everyday use. It’s simplicity can be seen from its clamp shell design 
back rest and seat base. But do not fooled by the look, it was made to sustain time and stress from the 
everyday use. Based on the Japanese’s quality standard, the chair was put under many hours of strength 
and resistance test. 

VARIATIONS

DIMENSIONS

Loop type 
armrest

Loop type 
armrest

No armrest Loop type 
armrest

Loop type 
armrest

No armrest

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Back and Seat Selections
MATERIALS SELECTIONS

Flint Pumice Sable Squash Daffodil Avocado

Cosmo

Aspen

CrocusNeptune Blue Ray

Slate Chive

Sangria Pimento Rouge Fudge Port Cadet Tuxedo
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Black Frame with 
chrome leg

White Frame with cushion 
seat pan in stainless steel 

legs

Black Frame with
black steel epoxy legs

VARIATIONS

E2 GLE2 E6 GLE6 GLT6 GLA8PAW GLEW GLT4 GLQ4 GL7E

Cantilever Legs

Castors

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

DIMENSIONS

White Frame with 
chrome leg

Black Frame with 
silver painted leg 

Grey Frame with 
silver painted leg

White Frame with 
silver painted leg

Black Frame with 
black painted leg

Pre-selection Combination

Frame

MATERIALS SELECTIONS

Seats mesh colours options
Combination 1 - White frame Combination 2 - Grey frame

Frame Seat mesh colour
Combination 3 - Black frame
Frame Seat mesh colours options

Spline is the modern, functional and flexible chair. Comes with both options 
of cantilever or castors legs, it provides a flexible option when choosing the 
chairs for different usage and function. It comes with the black sleek legs 
that gives an exclusive look of the chair. Made and designed in Japan, Spline 
is the chair for all environment and office space.
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Piega is light-weight and comes with optional finishes for the backrest and various colours of fabric 
upholstery. The angle of the backrest is designed in an angle that fully support the weight of the user.

Optional accessories can be add on. Underneath 
metal tray for more storage space.

Add on flip up writing tablet for school use or 
training use. Easily remove when not in use.

Black armrest with
chrome finished leg

Black armrest with
silver powder coated leg

White armrest with
chrome finished leg

White armrest with
silver powder coated leg

White armrest with
white powder coated leg

Black armrest with
chrome finished leg

Black armrest with
silver powder coated leg 

White armrest with
chrome finished leg

White armrest with
silver powder coated leg

White armrest with
white powder coated leg

GXB6 GXE3 GXT6 GXT4 GXQ5 GXQ4 GXA8 GXY4

VARIATIONS
Cushion Backrest

Resin Backrest

E6PAW

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Frame colours options

Back and seat selections

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

DIMENSIONS

The backrest support is designed 
based on 3D shape. With the arc 
in at the backrest, it supports the 
lumbar curve.

Only weight less than 5kg. Is easy 
to carry and stack when not in use.

White frame with
mesh backrest

GLY4

VARIATIONS
Cantilever Legs Castors

Grey frame with
mesh backrest

White frame with
resin backrest

Grey frame with
cushion backrest

White frame with
resin backrest

Grey frame with
cushion backrest

Black frame with
mesh backrest

High Stool

White frame with
mesh backrest

Black frame with
resin backrest

White frame with
cushion backrest

E2E6PAW GLEW GLT4 GLQ4

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Pre-selection Combination

Frame

MATERIALS SELECTIONS

DIMENSIONS

GLE6 GLY4GLT4 GLQ4GLY4GLEW GLT4 GLQ4GLE6

Seat mesh colours options
Combination 1 - White frame Combination 3 - Grey frame

Frame
Combination 2 - Black frame
Frame Seat mesh colours options Seat mesh colours options
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Chairs are needed everywhere. From meeting rooms to the pantry to small discussion area and 
even lobby area. We acknowledge the fact that, the chair has to be flexible, user-friendly and 
comfortable. With that in mind, we designed Ordina, the All Multi-Purpose Chair.

E3 E6 GRE6 GRM6 GR1K

High grade 
polypropylene 
backrest to withstand 
tension and shock.

Stack the chairs away when not in 
use. With a minimum gap in-be-
tween the stacking chairs.

GR7E GRT6 GRQ5

Black frame with 
armrest

Grey frame with 
armrest

Grey frame without 
armrest

Grey frame 
with armrest

Grey frame 
without armrest

Black frame with-
out armrest

Black frame 
with armrest

Black frame with-
out armrest

P81

VARIATIONS
Cushion Backrest

Resin backrest

DIMENSIONS

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Frame colours options Back and seat fabric optionsLeg Frame

Office setting needs to be flexible and versatile. Offices have become a place where creativity and 
mobility play the pivotal role in this fast moving environment. The chairs should be allowed to be 
used in different settings; be it for working, quick discussion or meal time. Saterite fits the bill.

Stack the chairs away when not in use. The backrest 
supports all heavy usage.

Swivel Chair in Aluminium 
polished base finished

KZB6 KZ7E KZT6 KZQ4 KZA8 KZY4 

VARIATIONS

MATERIALS SELECTIONS

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Back and seat fabric colours options
Backrest 

Seat Cushion

Cantilever Leg Castors Swivel Chair

DIMENSIONS

Cantilever in chrome 
frame finished

Cantilever in steel 
baked frame finished

Castors in chrome 
frame finished

Castors in steel 
baked frame finished

High Chair with Aluminium 
polished finished

High Chair

KZB6 KZ7E KZT6 KZQ4 KZA8 KZY4 
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SEQUENCE

VIEWRISE

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE TABLES
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Sequence is the height-adjustable table that is designed and made in Japan. 
Based on the emphasis on better work efficiency and the growing trend 
of standing up while working, we designed Sequence to fit the demands 
and requirements. Sequence comes three different selections; typical 
workstation style, management desk and meeting table.

Manager / Meeting Table 
W1500  W1800
D900  D900
H700mm  H700mm

Using the craftsmanship and technology from Japan, Sequence is versatile, 
easy to use and also premium. With the growing trend, Sequence aims to pro-
vide a better working solution for the employees and at the same time increase 
the efficiency of the organisation. 

Standard Table 
W1200/1400/1500/1600/1800
D700
H700mm

PAW MW0 MC1 MH3 MT4 MD8

SAW F6 S81 K4C3
Moderate Grey

K402
Light Beige

K403
Moderate Beige

K4B6
Black

K409
Burnt Sienna

K4L4
Medium Lime 

K466
Dark Marine

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Sequence comes with a varies of accessories to support your work. 
Accessories including metal trays, desk top shelving, under table drawer and 
bottom shelf.

VARIATIONS
Work Desk

Manager / Meeting Table

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Leg colours pre-selection 
Leg pole options Leg base options

SAW

Table top colours options

Panel fabric colours options

Wing Table 
W1400/1500/1600/1800
D800
H700mm

Boomerang Table 
W1200
D700
H700mm

L-Shaped Table 
W1600  W1600
D1600  D1800
H700mm  H700mm

Meeting Table 
W2100  W2400
D1050  D1200
H700mm  H700mm

Conference Table 
W2100  W2400
D1050  D1200
H700mm  H700mm

HSNE1
White Gray

HSNE5
Dull Gray

HSNM1
White Brown

HSNT1
White Blue

HSNM4
Medium Greige

HSNQ1
White Green
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ViewRise provides the ultimate solution 
for your meeting needs. The latest work 
trend encourages employees’ well-being by 
instilling the mind-set of standing up while 
working or even having a quick discussion.

PAW P1M MB3 M55

ViewRise is a versatile table that supports 3 modes of discussion. Starting from the lowest height at 700mm while sitting down, to 900mm height for sitting on 
the high stools to even 1100mm height for all standing discussion. With the built-in gas lift, simply lift the table’s height by a lever located underneath the table. 
Easy to use and control, ViewRise is designed and made in Japan, assuring
the highest quality and finishes in its category.

3 Modes of discussion

VARIATIONS

Rectangle Meeting Table Rectangle Meeting Table Round Meeting Table Square Meeting Table

3 different heights allows the 
user to have selective mode for 
discussions. From sitting position 
to standing position.

Optional wire tray can be install on the 
table top, complete with under table wire 
tray for seamless wire management from 
the ground to the table top, supporting the 
way you work.

Main Meeting Table Side Meeting Table

DIMENSIONS

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Table top colours options
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REGION

VIENA

JUTO

WT-SX

CALM

CONFEST

LEAFLINE

MEETING TABLES
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Creating a cosy ambience within the business environment 
setting. Region is a table that combines design with 
flexibility. Its natural finishes and combination of colours 
and materials make the whole office environment cosy.
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Solo Work and Communication exquisite distance setting that can be compatible with each other. By 
designing five height designs, and by shifting the line of sight to vertical, horizontal, combining essential 

concentration in the lounge and accidental conversation.

Flexibility and Collaborative
Region table aims to create a cosy and comfortable environment within an corporate office surrounding. The natural 
look of the tables helps to make the users feel relaxed while providing a different setting for various type of work style.

Depending on the combination of items, setting according to your needs is possible. Big table which becomes a hub of 
the space, a round table which can be enclosed by 5 to 6 people, etc. We have various sizes to choose according to the 

application.

Variations that can  make a variety of space creation, combinations are also possible

VARIATIONS

Box Leg Circle Round Table Box Leg Circle Round 
Table

T-Shape Leg Meeting Table

SAA E6A

Rectangle Meeting Table Round Meeting Table

Box Leg Rectangle Table Box Leg Rectangle Table Box Leg Circle Round 
Table

Rectangle Meeting Table

T-Shape Leg Meeting Table

Trapezium Meeting Table

T-Shape Leg Meeting Table T-Shape Leg Meeting Table

DIMENSIONS

F66 F32 F75 F85

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MATERIALS SELECTIONS

Table top colours options

Leg colours options

Linoleum

MCW MX1 MY3 MV8

Melamine
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Viena meeting table comes in variations that help organisations 
in managing the open office space. Viena meeting tables offers 
different shapes and sizes that fit and connect people together 
at work. Easy to manage and comes in different sizes that fits 

into different usage and functions.

The legs comes with an option of fitting a castors wheel for better mobility or 
without one for better stability.

It comes in 17 types of tables shapes and 12 colours to let you combine and match them according to your office environments. With an option of castor, you 
could easily move them around seamlessly. Viena helps employees to stay better connected to their work and also improve communication and better manage-
ment of Organisation’s budget.

Optional wire tray can be install on the table top, complete with under table 
wire tray for seamless wire management from the ground to the table top, 
supporting the way you work.

VIENA comes with an option of having a flippable table top. With a under table 
lever, the table top can be flipped down when not in use, for easy storage.

17 Types,
12 Colours

Easy lever and safe to use. Just lift the lever and the table top can be flip 
easily to stock away when not in use.
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VARIATIONS
Foldable type
T-Leg Table

Rectangle Top Oval Top Square Top Round Top Trapezoid Top

Cross Leg

Fixed type
T-Leg Table

Rectangle Top Rectangle Top High Table

Rectangle Top Rectangle Top High Table

Oval Top

Oval Top High Table

U-shaped Top

U-shaped Top

Boat-shaped Top

Cross-Leg Table

Square Top Square Top Square Top High Table Square Top Low Table

Round Top High Table Round Top Low TableRound Top Round Top Trapezoid-shaped

Round Top Round Top Trapezoid-shaped

P81 E6A P81 E6A PSAA P81 E6A SAA P81 E6A

MAW

P

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MATERIALS SELECTIONS

Table top

Legs

MAW MAW M10 M10 M10 MP2 MP2 MP2 MG5 MG5 MG5

Pre-selection Combinations 

DIMENSIONS
Foldable type

Cross Leg

T-Leg Table

Fixed type
T-Leg Table

Cross Leg
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The simple and functional design of JUTO meets the 
ever changing needs of organisations. Collaboration and 
interactions for team and individuals are the latest working 
trend, meeting areas and functional furniture seems to be 
the priority for achieving this.
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VARIATIONS
4 Poles Legs Table

T- Legs Table

Crossed Legs Table

Minimalistic with a character.

JUTO is designed to slip into any office environment seamlessly and effortlessly. From the design to the colours, type of table tops shapes and 
selections of legs finishes, it matches every corner of your Office Space.

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MATERIALS SELECTIONS

M10 MG5

Legs colours options

MAWSAW S81 E6

Table top colours options

DIMENSIONS
4 Poles Legs Table

T- Legs Table

OPTIONS
4 Poles Legs 

T- Legs

Crossed Legs Table

Crossed Legs
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WT-SX Conference table serves as an excellent choice for Organisations 
that value a sense of Premium and dynamism.

WT-SX meeting table represents high quality, perfectly designed and 
crafted. From defined details to the overall look, it just takes your breath 
away as it stands as an Icon right in your boardroom. Fluid Style. 
Maximum Strength. Height adjustable. It supports standing meeting too.

All table top comes with wire 
management capabilities for easy 
accessible of wires.

The height adjustable button is easy to control.

VARIATIONS

MC1 MH3 MT4 MD8

With 2 middle legs With 1 middle leg

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Leg colour

E6

Table top colours options

DIMENSIONS
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The CALM flip top table is designed for elegance and ease of use. The flowing 
curves and graceful design make CALM the perfect choice for training, meetings 
and conferences.

CALM is designed to incorporate both ergonomics and style.
All components have their own distinct design and add to the sleek elegance of 
CALM table.

P81

VARIATIONS

PAW M10 MG5

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Legs Colours

E6

Table Top Colours

DIMENSIONS

The CALM flip top table is designed for elegance and the ease of use. The 
straight line design make CALM the perfect choice for training, meeting 
purpose. The table is designed to incorporate both ergonomics and style. 
All components have their own distinct design that blend into any type of 
interiors and office environment.

Black legs with modesty panel Black legs with modesty panel Black legs without modesty 
panel

Silver legs without modesty 
panel
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In a fast moving corporate world, time is of paramount importance as well as the costs involve in investing the right 
furniture to fit right into the tough economic climate. However, we acknowledge that group work is dynamic and time 
and time again ad hoc situation is something we cannot afford to avoid.

Lever is designed in the way that 
when the table top is flip down, 
there is no way that the hand will be 
caught in-between.

When the tables are put together to 
join them, there are very little gap 
in-between.

Rectangle top with modesty panel

VARIATIONS

Rectangle top without modesty panel Angular top with modesty panel

DIMENSIONS

PAW M10 MG5

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Table top colours options

At the core of its function, Leafline is a table that fills in more role than you think. From multi-purpose room to 
meeting room and even seminar or training room. With its define design lever and smooth operation when to flip 
over the table top, every aspect of the design prospect is to create a safe to use and function product.

The stacking gap in-between the 
table is so minimum that it could 
stack up to more tables that you 
could imagine. Thus save space.

Lever is designed in the way that 
when the table top is flip down, 
there is no way that the hand will be 
caught in-between.

Rectangle top with modesty 
panel

VARIATIONS

Rectangle top without modesty 
panel

PAW M10

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Table Top Colours

Rectangle top without modesty 
panel

Rectangle top with modesty 
panel

DIMENSIONS
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INON

EDIA

MEDIX

INEXTO

STORAGE
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iNON locker a self organising lockers that aim to let 
the user to organise and place their personal items 

in a mannerly and neat way. A locker is designed to 
work for you, comes with compartmental tools for easy 

management of your items as well as wire management 
capabilities to charge your electronic tools even while you 

don’t use them.

Inon does not only work as a personal locker. It comes with internal com-
partmental structure to help you to manage your item properly and keep it as 
tidy as possible.

Store anything and everything.

Personal locker “iNON” corresponding to diversifying work style. Easy security 
management of individuals and storage of work tools comfortably for ease of 
use. In addition, with free addressing, it is possible to secure functional space, 
We will realize office space for improving work quality.

Security that Matters

Key Set Dial Lock Push Auto Lock Card Access

4 person
900 x 450 x 740

VARIATIONS

4 person with lower
open compartment
900 x 450 x 1100

Pigeon Hole Type

PAW M10

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Top board colours options

F6

Body colours options

SAW MP2 MG5

6 person
900 x 450 x 1100

8 person
900 x 450 x 1480

8 person with lower
open compartment
900 x 450 x 1850

8 person with middle
open compartment
900 x 450 x 1850

10 person
900 x 450 x 1850

Personal Locker Type

4 person
900 x 450 x 740

4 person with lower
open compartment
900 x 450 x 1100

6 person
900 x 450 x 1100

8 person
900 x 450 x 1480

8 person with lower
open compartment
900 x 450 x 1850

8 person with middle
open compartment
900 x 450 x 1850

10 person
900 x 450 x 1850
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EDIA is a multi-functional storage designed and 
made in Japan. With the quality in mechanism, 
it is developed for durability, flexibility and 
sustainability.

EDIA is a multi-functional storage cabinet made in Japan.
With the quality in mechanism, it is developed for durability, 
sustainability and flexibility. Comes with optional front panel finishes, 
you could mix and match to create your own divider and storage area.
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Store anything and everything.
EDIA free panel gives you the idea of how you would like the office to feel like. It improves 
the aesthetic and create the ambience while it keeps your items properly in place. Comes with 
various options of frame colours or variation. The cabinet is best suited to enhance the office space and 
environment to make it cosy and accessible to all items and display.

BETWEEN DESK
Connect work areas such as departments and groups

UTILITY AREA
Sharing of co-supporting tools for shared areas

LOUNGE / SOCIAL SPACE
Separate work and lounge area.

3 Tiers Shelving
VARIATIONS

Back

M10

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MATERIALS SELECTIONS

F6

Body / fame colours options

SAW

MP2 MG5

Front BackFront BackFront

BackFront BackFront

2 Tiers Shelving

BackFront BackFront

BackFront

BackFront BackFront

Front and Back

W900 x D450 x H1050mm

W900 x D450 x H710mm

Front Panel Colours

F6SAW HSNE1 HSNE5

Wood finishes options Fabric finishes options
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All shelving could be easily adjusted to accommodate for both large or small 
items.

The door handle is designed in a simple rectangular design for easy grip when 
opening and closing of the door and drawers.

Business-saver for efficient storage solution

Extensive Variation and Combination. You could choose 
between open shelves, swing doors, lateral filing and even 
with a personal locker for different usage and storage 
purpose. Combining different types of storage units from 
bottom to top is one of the solutions to maximises the 
storage space. 

VARIATIONS & DIMENSIONS
Swing Doors

Open Shelves

Sliding Doors

Sliding Doors Lateral DrawersLockers Shutter Doors Arcylic Doors

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Body Colour

SAW

Business-saver

Open shelves type Swing doors type Swing doors / Lateral drawer type
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Simple in design but big in storage. INEXTO cabinet series aim to solve the storage problems. Comes with varies of heights, 
whereas installation is a breeze and pack in a knock-down system for convenience transport. Suit all Environment. INEXTO 
comes with open shelves, swing door and sliding door.

Built-in door hinges ensure the 
doors is always properly open and 
close smoothly.

Floor glide can be easily adjust by 
using a screw from inside the 
cabinet.

The door handle is designed in a 
simple rectangular design for easy 
grip when opening and closing of 
the door and drawers.

Simple in design but big in storage.
INEXTO cabinet series aim to solve the storage problems.
Comes with varies of heights, whereas installation is a breeze and pack in a knock-down system for convenience 
transport.

F4

Open Shelves

VARIATIONS

Swing Doors Sliding Doors

All colours as shown may vary from actual colour. 
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MATERIALS SELECTIONS
Body Colours

SAW

Storage that utilizes all available wall space.

H1800 H2050 H2430

Using the wall space to full capacity enables extra storage for your office space. The high 
cabinets maximize your storage space without compromising the quality and strength.

Conventional Storage
Comparison tests have proven that the strength and 
security of the unit is not compromised with heavy load.

Dimensions:
W900 x D450 x H1020 / 1320 / 1660 / 1800 / 2050mm

Standard Storage

Personal Lockers

Single Compartment 2 Compartment 3 Compartment 4 Compartment

Dimensions 
W300 x D450 x H1800mm
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Used as a display shelving
for relevant items

An open shelf that serves as a divider within the office space. The cabinet can be used as a bookshelf or a 
display stand. Is is accessible from both sides, and is ideal for displaying shared information.

02 / Utility Area

Different amount of time at different places. Since we know that organization are composed of 
members that spend their time at different places in the office, this is where ABW can kick in to 
help organisations to better manage the spaces allocated to each departments. 

01 / Lounge Area

Utilizing the top board, it 
is used as a table that can 
stand up and feel free to 

communicate.

Stock of stock stationery and in-
house documents are kept.

We stock abundantly shared 
stationery necessary for 
document preparation

OASIS OF
STORAGE

By arranging storage boxes that store stationery at the copier corner, everyone can easily access and use of the document 
. It becomes possible to work on the spot and increase work performance and efficiency.

With the minimizing of fixed seating, lockers are perfect for the storing of personal items. 
Instead of wasting precious locker space, compartmentalized storage locker where space can be 
managed efficiently at all times.

03 / Office Area

Combining the storage cabinet with 
the top board, it is used as a space for 
light work and communica8on.

It houses a bag that carries file 
boxes of shared materials and 
personal notebook PCs. 

Centralized management of group shared 
materials in tube files and file boxes.

Storages at the end of the 
worksta8on can be customised to 
the same height and depth to table-
tops to extend table surface and 
provide more usage space.

By placing a storage cabinet between the desks, common items and documents can be shared between departments 
with minimum fuss. It can also enable speedy communication if it is also used as a standing workspace.

04 / Communication Area

Stools with casters are also available 
for personal use and temporary 

storage space for laptops and other 
items.

Stock sta;onery such as markers and 
magnets necessary for mee;ngs.

Aggregate idea sources for communica;on 
such as materials and books on business.

By installing a bridge top board combining storage boxes and stool storage with casters in an area where you want to 
exchange lively opinions, you can create a place for quick communication, touch down or even social gathering. 
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OUR 
COMMITMENT
TO YOU

In KOKUYO, we believe that creativity is reflected not only in visual aesthetics and practicality of the 
products, but also in the supporting services of the products and the products’ alignment with the 
buyer- and user-needs.

Adhering to the principle of “create better value for customers through innovation,” we are 
committed to providing customers with innovative and practical products, while focusing on 
providing quality assurance services. Within the scope of this warranty, we will be delighted to 
provide you with warranty services and solutions to problems that may arise during the use of 
our products.

Structure, Table tops, mechanism (mechanism under the seat surfaces), pneumatic cylinders/gas lift.
/ 5-Year

All KOKUYO products are entitled to the warranty services subject to the following terms and 
conditions from the date of delivery; Warranty terms may vary between different geographic regions 
and individual product groups. Within the warranty period, KOKUYO will, at our discretion, either 
repair or replace the product. KOKUYO will not charge you for repair or replacement of any part or 
product that is covered within the scope and period of its warranty.

Handrails panels, movable parts (including lower back supports, air pressure rods, 2D & 3D 
armrests), casters and glide, locks, rails and resin parts.

/ 3-Year 

Electronic components (including lift-able table legs and electric table adjuster), height adjustable 
mechanisms and electronics, hinges, shock absorbers and spare parts. (the warranty period of the 
spare parts after replacement is the rest of the period covered by the original warranty).

/ 2-Year

Product in accordance with the supplier’s Parts and products provided by KOKUYO’s suppliers will 
be subject to the warranty period of the supplier/ further negotiation.

WARRANTY & SERVICING

Warranty Period

All frames.
/ 8-Year

/ 1-Year 
Exterior / surface treatment (discolouration / fading of coating and resin parts, normal wears and 
tears of leather / fabric) Items purchased at discounted prices and custom-made products (e.g 
products of which design changes and or products that exceed the maximum standard dimensions)
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THE CORPORATION WE WANT TO BE IN THE FUTURE

KOKUYO aims to be a Life & Work Style Company useful to society by “improving Quality of Life” of persons by their 
improved working/ learning/ living through our products and services which provide the value of improving clients’ 
creativity.

KOKUYO has built its history of a hundred-and-some years by earnestly facing issues of customers as they changed 
with the times and finding the solution for each one. This attitude remains the same today, though it is said to be 
uncertain times as societal and commercial issues are entangled with increased complexity.

Under a new management system, we will do our utmost to provide 
value which contributes to the realization of a sustainable society by placing importance on facing issues of both 
the customer and society while being flexible in the forms solutions may take.

/ FOR CUSTOMERS
Without being satisfied with the present conditions, we continue to improve the safety and quality of our entire product line and 
services. Strive to continually innovate society through our business operations by developing new products and services.

/ RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
Respect the human rights of all individuals involved with or affected by all of our corporate activities. We support 
work environments free from discrimination, and do not approve of child labour or forced 
labour practices. Strive to accept each and every employee’s individual character and personal values, and become 
a company where many different human resources can fully express their abilities and 
develop themselves.

Conduct transparent, just, and free competition and business transactions while keeping sound and 
correct relations with politicians and governmental bodies. In order to become a trusted company, we strive for 
business partner relations that are consistently fair and built upon a foundation of reciprocal cooperation, allowing 
for mutual growth. Recognize our responsibility to increase our corporate value for stockholders, and maintain a 
corporate management style that earns the trust of society through its transparency and virtue.

/ CORPORATE ACTIVITIES

CSR
MANAGEMENT

/
Hidekuni Kuroda

Representative Director of the Board.
President and CEO

/ REGIONAL COMMUNITIES

Concentrate the wisdom of each of our employees, and align the actions of our entire company in order 
to assist in reaching solutions for the common environmental problems facing the world today. By 
developing Eco Products, we strive to decrease the environmental burden over the life cycle of these products and 
to introduce new environmental engineering and green procurement techniques, 
contributing towards the advancement of a ‘low carbon society’.

/ ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

Strive to be a trusted ‘corporate citizen’ on both regional and national levels via proactive interaction and planning 
with regional communities, while respecting regional culture and customs and encouraging their advancement.

 By seriously accepting and 
confronting the difficult 

challenges that face 
customers and communities, 

we aim to help realize a 
sustainable society.
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JAPAN

Shinagawa Office & Showroom
1-8-35, Konan, Minato-ku, Tokyo,
108-8710
Tel: +81-33474-9125, Tokyo.

Kasumigaseki NEXT office
Kasumigaseki – Building 18 Floor, 
3-2-5 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-Ku,
100-6018, Tokyo.

CHINA

KOKUYO Furniture (China) Co., Ltd
No.7 West Beijing Road,
Huangpu District,
Shanghai 200335, Shanghai.
Tel: +86-21-6136-3288

KOKUYO Furniture (China) Co., Ltd
LD01-0-0403, Building5,
Liangmaqiao Diplomatic office Bldg, 
No.19 Dongfangdonglu, Chaoyang District, 
Beijing 100600, Beijing.
Tel: +86-10-6588-7040

KOKUYO Furniture (China) Co., Ltd
Room 2801, Diwang Commerce
Building, Xinxing Square, No.5002, 
Shennan East Road, Luohu District, 
Shenzhen 518008, Shenzhen.
Tel: +86-755-8207-2818

KOKUYO International Asia Co., Ltd.
8th Floor, The Sun’s Group Centre.
200 Gloucester Road,
Hong Kong.
Tel: +86-755-8207-2818

ASEAN

KOKUYO International
(Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.
E-31-08, Menara Suezcap 2, 
KL Gateway, No. 2, Jalan Kerinchi, 
Gerbang Kerinchi Lestari, 
59200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +60-3-2720-2820

KOKUYO International 
(Thailand) Co., Ltd.
999/9 The Offices at Central World 
9th Floor, Unit 912 Rama 1 Rd, 
Pathumwan, Thailand, 
Bangkok 10330, Bangkok.
Tel: +66-2-264-5100

KOKUYO Co., Ltd. (Singapore Branch)
42 Duxton Road, 
Singapore 089506,
Singapore
Tel: +65-6222-7535

PT. KOKUYO Furniture Indonesia
The Plaza Office Tower, 28th floor,
J1.M.H, Thamrin Kav, 28-30, Jakarta 10350,
Indonesia
Tel: +62-21-2992-2875

Malaysia Thailand

Singapore Indonesia

The purpose of using the acquired personal information will be specified and clearly informed.
Use of personal information is limited to authorized personnel, who are responsible for ensuring its use remains within the intended purpose that was 
initially specified. In the event that personal information is used collaboratively by KOKUYO group, necessary items including the purpose of use will be 
clarified as much as possible.
No part of this brochure may be reproduced without written permission. 

For more information on the term of use and legal matters:
http://www.kokuyo.com/en/termsofuse.html

USE OF PERSONAL INFORMATION

CONTACT
US

Shinagawa SST office
18th Floor Shinagawa Season Terrace, 
1-2-70 Konan, Minato-ku, 
Tokyo 108-8459

Osaka Head office
6-1-1 Oimazato-minami, Higashnari-ku, 
Osaka
537-8686, Osaka

Shanghai Beijing Shenzhen

Hong Kong

Tokyo Tokyo Tokyo

Osaka
Umeda office & Showroom
Tower-C 12F, 
Grandfront Osaka Knowledge Capital, 
3-1 Ofukacho, Kita-Ku, Osaka,
5300011, Osaka

Osaka
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NOTE
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